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Lesson Summary: This week students will learn about the basics of cells and the process of cell division 

through group work and group presentations.   

Materials Needed:   

 Reading Comprehension and Jigsaw Group Presentations Unit 4.2 Handout 1  

 Extra Work/Homework—Application of information from group presentations Unit 4.2 Handout 2 

(Spectrum Science, Grade 6, pages 46-47) 

Objectives: Students will be able to… 

 Demonstrate an understanding of the basics in cell and cell division 

 Apply understanding of cells and cell division 

College and Career Readiness Standards:  RI, RST, WHST, SL 

ACES Skills Addressed:  EC, LS, ALS, CT, SM, N 

Notes:    Please review and be familiar with classroom routine notes for: reading for fluency strategies 

(Routine 2), summarizing techniques (Routine 4), and self-management skills (Routine 1). The notes will 

help with making a smooth transition to each activity.  

GED 2014 Science Test Overview – For Teachers and Students 

 The GED Science Test will be 90 minutes long and include approximately 34 questions with a 

total score value of 40.   The questions will have focus on three content areas: life science (~40%), 

physical science (~40%), and Earth and space science (~20%).  Students may be asked to read, 

analyze, understand, and extract information from a scientific reading, a news brief, a diagram, 

graph, table, or other material with scientific data and concepts or ideas.   

 The online test may consist of multiple choice, drop down menu, and fill-in-the-blank questions.  

There will also be two short answer portions (suggested 10 minutes each) where students may have to 

summarize, find evidence (supporting details), and reason or make a conclusion from the information 

(data) presented.   

 The work students are doing in class will help them with the GED Science Test.  They are also 

learning skills that will help in many other areas of their lives.   

 

 

Weekly Focus: Reading Comprehension 

Weekly Skill: Group Presentations 
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Activities: 

Warm-Up: Journal Writing Time: 10 - 15 minutes 

 As students enter the class, have the following written on the board or overhead “In physical 

science, a force is a push or pull upon an object resulting from the object's interaction with 

another object.”  Have students create a “KWL” chart on a piece of notebook paper (below).  

This helps to activate students’ prior knowledge by asking them what they already Know (column 

1);  students (collaborating as a classroom unit or within small groups) set goals specifying what 

they Want to learn (column 2); and after reading students discuss what they have Learned 

(column 3).   

 Students apply higher-order thinking strategies which help them construct meaning from what 

they read and help them monitor their progress toward their goals.   

KWL Chart: 

K - What (else) do I KNOW?  W - What do I WANT to know? L - What did I LEARN? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 1: Jigsaw Reading Cells (Unit 4.1 Handout 

1) 

Time: entire class period (break into two sections) 

1) Distribute all pages of the activity (Unit 4.2 Handout 1) to students.    

2) Instruct students that today’s lesson has a lot of material to cover (9 pages) and one way to 

cover so much information is to work in groups.  Have students break into 4 groups (A, B, C, D).  

Each group will become experts in a different area of the reading.  

Group A = Cell Theory – page 1                         Group B = Organelles – pages 2 & 3 

Group C = Diffusion and Osmosis - page 4       Group D = Cell Division and Reproduction – pages 5, 6 

Page 7 is vocabulary for all, page 8 is a graphic that all students should use and write what each 

image represents, page 9 is the note page for group presentations.  

3) Ask each group of students to read their assigned sections silently and then summarize and share 

their findings within their group.  Explain how they are reading to become experts of the material 

and after discussing it in their groups, they will then share their knowledge from their section with the 

other groups.  The other groups will take notes on the information presented on page 9.   

4) While students are reading, circulate to the groups and discuss with students that when reading 

for comprehension, there are many strategies to use: read the title to predict what the reading is 

about; look at the words in bold and their definitions within the context of the reading or with the 

vocabulary sheet at the end of Unit 4.2 Handout 1; if there are images, look at them to get a better 

understanding; while reading remember to ask “What is this all about?” As you circulate, make sure 

they understand the information presented and see if there are any questions.  

5) Tell students when they are done reading silently, they should turn their papers over and discuss 

and summarize what their section is about to others in their group.  They should also discuss how 

they would like to present the materials to the other groups.  Explain that the other groups will have 

to take notes, or summarize the information presented in order to understand it fully. Students 

should be reminded they need to present the information and not read from it directly.  
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6) After groups have read and discussed their section in groups, each group will present their 

section of the reading to the whole class.  The other groups will take notes of the material presented 

on page 9 of Unit 4.2 Handout 1.  Instruct students to keep their pencils down during each group’s 

presentation. After each group is done talking, then ask the rest of the class what was said. Once 

students have collectively summarized the group’s information aloud, then have individuals write a 

few sentences on their note sheets about the presented topic. 

7) Remind students that they need to have a good foundational knowledge of cell theory, parts of 

cells, and cell division in order to answer some questions that may be on the GED 2014 test.  

8) If there is extra time at the end of group presentations, have students read passages in pairs to 

promote reading fluency.  As a challenge, students can also write a 3 – 5 sentence summary of all 

of the material presented. (Use Routine 4: Summarizing Techniques Handout) 

9) If there is more time, students should practice writing a short response (10 – 15 minutes) about 

what is happening in the images on page 8. They can write this up in a notebook and share with 

partners or as a whole class. 

 
 

Break: 10 minutes 

Wrap-Up: Summarize  Time:  5 minutes 

Have students turn to a partner (or write in their journals) about what they have learned today 

about cells.  Ask them to tell a partner one thing they learned or that is new to them from today’s 

lesson.  Note: Use Routine 4 Handout  
 

 

Extra Work/Homework: Unit 4.2 handout 2 Time: 30 minutes outside of class 

Students can read further about cell division with the extra work/homework activity (Spectrum 

Science Grade 6, pages 46-47). This is an excellent opportunity for students to review today’s material 

in an independent manner. 

 

Differentiated Instruction/ELL Accommodation Suggestions Activity 

If some student groups finish early, they can turn their paper over and summarize the 

reading passage.  

Activity 1,  

 

Teachers should be aware that ELLs could have some difficult time with some of the 

vocabulary in the readings.  You should encourage them to use a dictionary or the 

vocabulary sheet to gain a better understanding. 

Activity 1 

 

 

Online Resources:   

If students have Internet connection, they should practice reading and answering questions online.  

This is a great website with information similar to Unit 4.1. There are questions that follow. 
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http://www.ck12.org/life-science/Characteristics-of-Life-in-Life-Science/lesson/Characteristics-of-Life-

Basic/r21/ 

This University of Arizona site has a good review of the information presented by groups and images, 

too. 

http://www.biology.arizona.edu/cell_bio/activities/cell_cycle/cell_cycle.html 

The two websites have animations of cell division. 

http://www.cellsalive.com/cell_cycle.htm 

http://www.johnkyrk.com/mitosis.html 

 

Suggested Teacher Readings: 

 GED Testing Service – GED Science Item Sample (to get an idea of what the test may be like) 

http://www.gedtestingservice.com/itemsamplerscience/ 

 Assessment Guide for Educators: A guide to the 2014 assessment content from GED Testing 

Service: 

http://www.riaepdc.org/Documents/ALALBAASSESSMENT%20GUIDE%20CHAPTER%203.pdf 

 Minnesota is getting ready for the 2014 GED test! – website with updated information on the 

professional development in Minnesota regarding the 2014 GED. 

http://abe.mpls.k12.mn.us/ged_2014_2 

 Essential Education’s 2014 GED Test Curriculum Blueprint (PDF) 

http://www.passged.com/media/pdf/educators/curriculum-blueprint.pdf  

http://www.ck12.org/life-science/Characteristics-of-Life-in-Life-Science/lesson/Characteristics-of-Life-Basic/r21/
http://www.ck12.org/life-science/Characteristics-of-Life-in-Life-Science/lesson/Characteristics-of-Life-Basic/r21/
http://www.biology.arizona.edu/cell_bio/activities/cell_cycle/cell_cycle.html
http://www.cellsalive.com/cell_cycle.htm
http://www.johnkyrk.com/mitosis.html
http://www.gedtestingservice.com/itemsamplerscience/
http://www.riaepdc.org/Documents/ALALBAASSESSMENT%20GUIDE%20CHAPTER%203.pdf
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Unit 4.2 Handout 1    (9 pages total) 
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Notes from Group Presentations 

Group A:  Cell Theory 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Group B:  Organelles 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Group C:  Diffusion and Osmosis 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Group D:  Cell Division and Reproduction 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Unit 4.2 Handout 2    (2 pages total) 

TEACHER ANSWER KEY 

 

1. a 

2. c 

3. b 

4. red blood cells 

5. Answers may vary. Suggested answer:  They both contain organelles and nucleuses, 

 and they divide to reproduce. 

6. Answers may vary. Suggested answer:  Plant cells are surrounded by cell walls and 

 they contain chlorophyll.  


